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Our cover photo shows the
interior of one of the 3rd Class
trailer coaches built for the
Metropolitan Railway in 1921.
Except this is actually a model.
The real thing, in later LT days,
can be seen on the right. One of
the alterations carried out by
LT was the provision of
communicating end carriage
doors. The model was part of a
collection of models of
Metropolitan Railway rolling
stock that, a couple of months
ago, some of us had the
opportunity to inspect at IDSME. They were built to a scale of ½ inch to
the foot, to run on 2½ inch gauge track.
Both electric and steam prototypes were seen, but all are electrically
powered (using a centre third conductor rail). Perhaps the most unusual
feature, however, is that they were built from a variety of materials,
some more prototypical than others. The wooden coach bodies were
built using fine grained wood, originally from cigar boxes, while one of
the steam locomotives uses materials that range from mild steel for the
frames, through tinplate, ply and cardboard to a turned mahogany
chimney and dome.
The models were built by Mr C. Baker who was an apprentice at
Neasden in the late 1920s. As well as building the models he might also
be known to members of IDSME as the author of a history of the
Metropolitan Railway published by the Oakwood Press. He also wrote a
book on railway modelling, which used one of the coaches as an
example. The models were featured in a couple of articles in the Model
Railway Constructor. It was one of these MRC articles that introduced
me to the models but little did I think, that fifty years later, I would see
some of them in the flesh at IDSME!
With Mr Baker’s background the models can be taken as accurately
portraying Met stock of the era. Over a number of years he built about
two dozen different models and we saw a selection, including
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locomotives, coaches, goods wagons and a Met Railway omnibus.
It was a chance conversation with a visitor to the May running day that
revealed that a selection of the models are ‘holidaying’ in Ickenham
between appearances at exhibitions related to the Underground 150
celebrations. This
conversation led to the offer to
bring them to IDSME and I
am sorry if some of you
missed seeing them. However,
it is possible that a different
selection will be available for
us to see next year.

Above: Double
ended motor
coach No 46.

Left: 28 seater
Albion Motor
Omnibus in

Metropolitan
Railway service,

Below: The exterior of the 1921 3rd class
trailer coach pictured on the front cover.
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Top:
H Class 4-4-4T,

No 107. The eight
H Class locomotives were built

in 1920 by Kerr, Stuart and Co, and
were intended for express passenger use.

They were transferred to the LNER (as
class H2) in 1937, and were finally withdrawn between 1942 & 1947.

Above: F Class 0-6-2T, No 91 and 1st Class Ashbury Coach. The four
F Class locomotives were built by the Yorkshire Engine Company in
1901, and were intended for freight services. They were withdrawn by
LT between 1957 & 1962. The coach was one of a large fleet of bogie
stock built in 1898, principally by the Ashbury Railway Carriage Co.
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In late August we learnt of the death of member Eric Ackroyd. Eric's
particular interest was horology, and many a general interest night was
enlivened with tales of his latest project. In recent years Eric had become
rather frail, but one of his clocks featured prominently on our stand at
the London Model Engineering Exhibition in January. (See Ashpan No.
97, page 17). Happily Eric was able to get to the exhibition, to see his
clock on display.
Eric had served in the RAF during and after the second world war and
he wrote an article describing his involvement in the Berlin Airlift in
1948 (the year the society was founded) which appeared in Ashpan No.
79. Several members were able to attend Eric's funeral and the society
had made a donation to the RAF Benevolent Fund.

Just a reminder that IDSME will be attending both the Model Engineer
Exhibition at Sandown Park (13th to 15th December 2013) and the
London Model Engineering Exhibition at Alexandra Palace (17th to 19th
January 2014). Preparation is well in hand but if you have anything you
would like to exhibit please speak to the chairman as soon as possible or
you can contact him via email at chairman@idsme.co.uk

Thankyou to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in this
issue of Ashpan. The Winter issue of Ashpan, number 100, is due to be
published in time for the Christmas Slide Show and so any contributions
should be with the editor by the end of November. The editor's contact
details can be found on the inside front cover. The numerate amongst
you may have spotted that the next issue is something of a landmark for
Ashpan, so it would be nice to make it a bumper edition.

Many members will already be aware that all previous issues of Ashpan
are available to download from our website. However it never hurts to
make the occasional reminder, particularly for the benefit of new
members. They can be found at
http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEAshpanOnline.shtml
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The existence of this archive online makes it very easy for items in this
magazine to include references to articles in previous issues (there are
two such references in this article alone) in the knowledge that anyone
with an internet connection will be able to look up the reference.
Previously, only members of long standing would have had a complete or
reasonably complete collection of Ashpan.

We've not heard much recently from the Model Railway Group, but they
still meet regularly on Monday evenings, as evidenced by the frequent
appearances in the clubhouse of various model railway layouts under
construction. As in past years they are planning to hold a model railway
display in the club house on the November Running Day.

If you can't wait until then, you might like to look out for a copy of the
October 2013 dated issue of British Railway Modelling, which features
an article by club member Graeme Vickery, describing his EM gauge
layout, Trewithick (below), which has graced many Model Railway Group
displays in the past. Congratulations Graeme on finally getting into
print; the official photographic session for this article was over two years
ago.
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Work has been going on to convert the old compressor room into a new
grinding room. The Jones-Shipman 540 surface grinder has been
installed in one corner and two bench grinders have also been installed.
A work-light has been fitted above the bench grinders and there is also a
label affixed to each grinder stating what they are to be used for. These
are very clear and unambiguous, so no one should be uncertain
regarding their use. Another bench grinder, for rough work, has been
installed outside, undercover, in front of the workshop store.
The bench grinders work off the normal machine tool keyswitch circuit
but the Jones-Shipman surface grinder is a powerful machine which
needs care and experience to use, and so it is therefore on its own
separate keyed circuit. The three very experienced users of the surface
grinder are Stuart McCoy, Graham Findlater and Peter Pardington. If
you wish to make use of this machine, please speak to one of them.
All this work
means that we
now have a
surplus surface
grinder. When it
was apparent, a
while ago, that
this would be
the case a couple
of members
showed interest
in purchasing it.
If you are
interested please
speak to Peter
Pardington.
Should there be
no interest it
will be sold via
e-bay.
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Sadly three members have died since the last AGM. Derek Wright
died last November and Terry Castledine in December. Eric Ackroyd
died a few weeks ago, in late August. Several members attended the
funerals of Derek and Terry at St Giles Church and also Eric’s funeral
at Breakspear Crematorium.

Once again we attended the Sandown Park and Alexandra Palace
exhibitions and put on a good display. Thanks go to the organisers,
exhibitors, stewards and all who helped. The dates for the coming
Sandown Park Exhibition are 13th to 15th December 2013 and for
Alexandra Palace are 17th to 19th January 2014, the previous day for
each one being set-up day. I have had a good response to my requests
for exhibits but more offers would be welcome.

The last winter programme was once again organised by David Sexton
and provided a mix of entertainment. This was the last of several
seasons that he has been doing this and he is relieved that Mark Piper
has taken over. Thank you David for your past efforts and to Mark for
failing to take a step back quickly enough...

Thanks to the efforts of the A-Team, the paint gang, the horticultural
squad and many other individuals, the site as a whole is looking the
best it has ever been. You may have noticed recently that the steps
and other bits are missing from Marsh Junction signalbox. This is due
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to a concerted effort at refurbishment, led by John Browning. Peter
Pardington and Graham Hutchinson are going to replace the rotten
parts of the structure and preparatory work towards a full repaint is
in hand.
An opening ceremony for our new station took place just prior to the
May Running Day. As happened with the original structure, it was
opened by the incumbent of St Giles Church, who kept getting my
name wrong and then soaked our President with beer. He said he
thoroughly enjoyed himself!
Wasps once again decided to live in the booking office roof but were
promptly seen off by Peter Cathcart in July, only to take up residence
in the short tunnel.

Things have been busy in the workshop. Mike Dunning and team
have been completing the late Terry Casteldine’s 0-4-2 with the paint
job to be done by Martin Humphrey. I think Mike will agree it was
quite a challenge, as those of you with access to his videos of progress
on our message-board will know.
The Jones-Shipman 540 surface grinder has been installed. This is a
powerful machine and needs experience and care to use it. It is
therefore on a separate keyed circuit. It is sited in the old compressor
room, now the grinding machine room, which has been completely
redesigned and refurbished and is a credit to those involved in doing
the work. A grinder for rough work has been installed in the workshop
extension area. The old surface grinder is now not needed so it will be
sold via e-bay if no members are interested in purchasing it.
At the rear of the workshop preparations are being made to lay a
concrete base for the planned improvements to the lean-to shed area,
led by BobProudfoot. Tim Lovell was let loose with his shovel and once
again proved his fitness and skill.

Geoff Higgs and Patrick Rollin, have been as active as ever
maintaining our signalling system, both with the electrical matters
and sometimes dramatic releases of air. It may be necessary to replace
some of the air pipes which have split a number of times recently.

The rubbish we generate does not clear itself. The bigger stuff that
cannot be burnt ends up in a skip and the normal dustbin refuse does
not clear itself. In fact it is quietly cleared by John Browning at the
dead of night, or at weekends, so please try to help by clearing up and
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taking away your own rubbish where possible.

The Model Railway group continues to flourish but a poor example
was set when a member of that group was photographed at York in a
dishevelled and grimy state having travelled quite rapidly from Kings
Cross. When asked to account for his appalling state, he tried to claim
that nobody could stay clean on the footplate of a steam locomotive
that is travelling at 90 mph. He was later photographed looking clean
and smart with the Minions, in an obvious attempt to ingratiate
himself.

The first family day was not as well attended as normal, but I dare
say the inclement weather had a lot to do with it.

We have a number of youngsters who help out on our public running
days and obviously enjoy themselves. Granddad Parry (70) attempts
to curb their worst excesses whilst attempting to behave himself. He
set a bad example recently when he consumed the President's lunch
instead of his own, on the feeble pretext that the President had eaten
his by mistake, their lunch boxes being of a similar design...
Wimbush Enterprises birthday parties continue to be a great success,
with two parties being booked for most of our open days. It provides
enjoyment to all the people concerned, gives us very welcome income
and introduces another generation to IDSME.

We are training up some new Fat Controllers. Mark Piper has already
qualified. Michael Proudfoot and Tom Haynes have also shown
interest in doing the same.
To give you some idea on our passenger numbers, during April-Sept
2012 we carried 4,560 passengers and during April-September this
year we carried 5,425.
We also attended the Ickenham Traders evening, with our portable
track, in December, giving us some useful income.
Thank you everyone who helps make these Runs possible.

Val & Peter Fitch continue to run a table top sale during our running
days. Over £100 was raised for the President's Charity each month
for several months running, a substantial contribution to the total.
The cheque was handed over during the September Run when a large
contingent of staff, families and children attended from the Child
Development Centre. It was a very happy occasion. (see page 14)
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A Health & Safety review is due next Spring. The H&S Committee is
Peter Pardington, Charles Smith & myself. Our safety record remains
very good, but is only maintained by everyone remaining vigilant. On
one occasion a locomotive was damaged by running into a rear tail
light fitting that had fallen off the preceding train because an IDSME
spring-clip had not been used to secure it. Otherwise, it is a matter of
being vigilant about how we load passenger trolleys, watching out for
wriggling passengers and those who don’t keep their feet on the foot
boards. We also need to keep alert to the possibility of someone
stepping in front of trains on the level crossing by the front of the
clubhouse.

Jean is retiring from the Station Buffet in December after 22 years
behind the bar. June, who has been supporting IDSME for well over
30 years, may not be able to help us so often either, but we hope she
will when she can. The support these two have given to IDSME has
been fantastic and we are very grateful for it. Fortunately others can
help occasionally. Bob is confident we can continue offering our
Saturday refreshment service but we may need your help from time to
time.

Ashpan continues to provide a variety of interesting articles and is the
best means of keeping all our members informed about IDSME. Our
editor Patrick Rollin is always glad to receive copy for it. He also looks
after our excellent website, through which we are regularly contacted
for such things as booking birthday parties, and the message board
which allows members, through out the week, to abuse each other in
the manner to which we are all accustomed. Recent message board
subjects have included fish sticks by John Browning, why it is not
advisable to share your bed with a bumble-bee, what happened to
John Browning's cuckoo clock (a club auction bargain), scruffy
members, what happens when Mike Dunning offers to help and of
course the very many flights of fancy by Colin Reid.

Just before I sign off I would like to thank Peter Pardington, Peter
Cathcart, David Sexton, Graham Findlater, Phil Wimbush and Bob
Proudfoot for their work on the committee and for their great support
to me over the past year.

Mel Fuller
Hon. Chairman
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As my tenure as President of our illustrious society comes to an end after
ten consecutive years, itself a rare thing in the annals of IDSME, I
thought it appropriate to put finger to keyboard by way of reflection.

I joined the society as a schoolboy in October 1964, at a time when all
junior members (and there were quite a few) had to sit on backless
wooden forms at the front of the room. In my pocket was a ten shilling
note to hand to the treasurer by way of my subscription. At the end of the
evening there was a round of applause for the speaker who, if memory
serves, was Peter Reynolds
talking about boilers. There was
then an announcement by the
chairman, Les Taylor, that
there was to be a working party
the next day to paint all the
window frames around the
clubhouse. As one who liked a
bit of decorating, I asked if I
could come down and help. The
answer was

. That working
party was the first of hundreds
that I took part in during the
years that followed.

Time and things change, of
course, and a few years later a
fair number of the founding and
other early members were all
retiring from their jobs and in
many cases moving away from
the area. This led to a
considerable drop in
membership, to the point when
we were down to less than
twenty members. I made a
comment to another member
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that I didn’t think that the club was taking the matter seriously enough
and to not do something about it could well see the club fold. The reply I
received was

. I was duly elected at the next AGM and,
over the next seven years in that office, the membership grew to around
forty five (and has never dropped any lower). Whilst I’m not for a moment
suggesting that it was all down to me, I did play a large part in
encouraging new members. Quite a number of potential newcomers
would say

. My answer was always the same,
.

Many of them looked a bit surprised by this and promptly joined, so I
must have done something right.

Having mentioned working parties earlier, it reminds me that for many
years we met every Sunday morning, during which many strange and
not so strange ideas were dreamt up. Two of the better ones spring to
mind. Whilst supping a lunchtime pint and looking towards the track
coming out of the woods –

, and so it was. The second one, again probably
supping another pint –

. It too was built, using materials recovered from the roof of
centre court at the All England Tennis Club at Wimbledon. (Late
member Colin Adams was at that time a building inspector involved in
work to raise the roof of centre court).

Over the following years I served on the committee as Programme
secretary for one year (not really my forte) and at times as Vice
Chairman and then ten years ago I was asked if I would permit my name
to be put forward as President. My first reaction to this was that the post
was normally for much older members than I (completely forgetting that
I was already 55 years old). Having pondered the suggestion for a while I
accepted. The job description for the post of president is rather vague, but
in essence he has to be a mix of 'father-figure', 'diplomat', 'arbitrator',
'calmer down of hotheads', 'figure-head' and probably many other things
as well. I would like to think that over the last ten years I’ve been most of
those things even though on occasions I’ve felt like banging members'
heads together when they’ve been on the verge of punching each other's
lights out!
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All of the above diatribe is of course about the past, but what of the
future? We see and hear in the model engineering press and elsewhere
that we are an ageing hobby. When I joined back in 1964 few, if any,
members were retired. Here in 2013 around 50% of our membership are
now retired with a number of others getting quite near to it. On that
basis then, the media is right, but what can we do about changing the
situation? Many members have given thought to this, myself included,
but I don’t really have an answer except to say that when younger blood
does look interested, then encourage them, but not in a heavy handed
way which will only send them away again. Youngsters these days have
far more pressure on them and have a lot more to influence their lives
than we ever did and something called a hobby can be very easily scorned
by their peers, as at least one member found when his grandson was
laughed at by his so called friends!

Heard on a number of occasions is the comment,
. In my opinion it still is, though perhaps in a

different way. As we get older we tend to look back with rose tinted
glasses and think how wonderful it all was. Sitting on backless wooden
forms? We now have relatively comfortable seating! Condensation
streaming down the clubhouse walls on a Friday night? We now have
cavity walls and decent heating making the room all the more pleasant a
place in which to meet! Making the tea in the back corner of the room as
quietly as possible and, during a film or slide show, having to do so with
the aid of a torch? Now we have a fully equipped kitchen to keep us all
refreshed! Hoping we made enough money on a running day to enable us
to buy another bag of cement? Now, when we need cement, we go and buy
it without even thinking about it! As one much respected early member
was heard to say

So, have fond memories
of the past by all means, but look forward as well. I have every confidence
that IDSME will continue to be a friendly group of like minded
individuals and that the club has a long and fruitful future ahead of it.

Finally, I wish the next President every success in his time in the post,
but just in case you think all the foregoing means that I’m going to
disappear from the scene then think again. You don’t get rid of me that
easily!!!

Peter Pardington
Hon. President (2003-2013)
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Our society has a tradition of supporting a charity selected by the
President currently in office. For some years now Peter Pardington has
chosen to support the Child Development Centre of the Paediatric
Occupational Therapy Unit at Hillingdon Hospital. The September
running day saw Peter present a cheque for £750 to representatives of
the unit who were clearly delighted to receive such an amount. Peter
noted that as he was retiring from the office of President at the AGM,
this would be the last cheque he presented as President. Over the ten
years of Peter's Presidency the total amount donated by IDSME has
amounted £4,885.

In recent years a major
contribution to our
donation has been made
by money raised from the
stall run by Val Fitch at
our public running days.
To thank her for all her
efforts, the President,
much to her surprise,
presented her with a
bouquet of flowers on
behalf of the society.
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In June, 1947, the first of three 6,000- h.p. turbine-electric steam
locomotives for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway was exhibited at
Atlantic City. The design of this locomotive is especially notable, not
because of any revolutionary new device, but for the ingenious
arrangement of the principal components. The coal bunker is at the
leading end, next comes the cab, and then the boiler, followed by the
turbo-generator. Water is carried in a separate tender behind the
locomotive. The locomotives are being built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, and have been designed by the technical staffs of the C. & 0., the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
working in collaboration.
The new locomotives are intended for high-speed passenger traffic
between Washington and Cincinnati, a run which includes long
stretches of heavy mountain grades in the eastern portion, and of level-
track territory, suitable for high speeds, in the western portion. The
country through which the railway runs is coal-producing and, as a
result, not only has the Chesapeake & Ohio been called on to handle a
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large coal traffic, but
also encouraged to take
a special interest in the
coal-burning steam
locomotive.
Comparison of this
design with the geared
turbine locomotive, built
by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, in
conjunction with the
Pennsylvania Railroad,
shows that each system
has its advantages and
limitations (Fig. 1). The
turbine-electric drive is
somewhat heavier,
owing to the d.c.
generators; however, the
turbine always rotates in
the same direction, never slower than 60 per cent of rated speed. This
means a much reduced steam demand on starting. The mechanical drive
requires a separate small turbine and clutch for reverse operation. In
the Pennsylvania geared turbine locomotive, all the power is applied to
four pairs of driving wheels, whereas the Chesapeake & Ohio turbine-
electric locomotives have power on eight axles. Vibration and hammer
blow are absent from both types.
The locomotive power-plant uses a conventional steam boiler, producing
high-pressure steam, which drives a turbine, coupled through a 6:1
reduction gear to two double-armature generators. The boiler, which
faces aft, towards the tender of the locomotive, has a working pressure of
310 lb. per sq, in. and a total evaporative heating surface of 4,406 sq. ft;
there are three thermic syphons.
The steam turbine is of the impulse type, having a velocity-compounded
impulse-control stage followed by four full-admission impulse stages.
Steam flows to the turbine through a seven-valve steam chest cast
integral with the turbine-cylinder cover. Each valve is connected by a
cored passage to a nozzle group which admits steam to a portion of the
control stage. The single-seated diffuser-type valves are connected to a
common lift bar. The individual valve stems open in sequence, thus
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minimising the throttle loss at any opening. The governor-operated
hydraulic piston raises and lowers the valve lift bar through a yoke and
link. A mechanical strap-type transformer governor, driven from one of
the low-speed gear shafts, controls the position of the hydraulic
operating piston. The 8-in. throttle valve, located on the side of the
steam chest, closes automatically on turbine over speed.
Turbine and gear have whitemetalled sleeve bearings; a segmental type
thrust bearing at the exhaust end of the turbine governs the position of
the turbine and pinion shaft. Each low-speed gearwheel journal bearing
has a thrust collar which positions the gear and generator shaft.
Built into the gearcase assembly is an oil reservoir of about 200 gal.
capacity. Part of the oil is used to operate the governor; the remainder is
reduced in pressure through an orifice and is used to lubricate the
journal bearings and gears. The oil system contains a magnetic strainer
and a shell and tube type cooler, through which boiler feed water is
circulated. Automatic bypass controls regulate the temperature of the oil
leaving the cooler.

The two generators have their armatures mounted on the gear shaft
with the commutators facing outward. The outer end of each generator
shaft carries a pulley which drives, through multiple V-belts, an
auxiliary generator mounted on top of the main generator.
A turbine-driven vertical propeller-type fan, mounted on one side of the
main turbine, supplies air to the space between the two stators of each
double generator. From this point the air flows in both directions
towards the commutators, thus carrying any carbon dust out of the
machine. An auxiliary duct carries cold air directly to the generator
commutators.
The main generators are eight-pole, multiple-wound, commutating-pole
d.c. machines with two windings on the main poles. The main exciting
winding is connected to the armature through a regulating resistor. A
field discharge resistor is connected through a Rectox unit to prevent
excessive voltages when opening the field circuit. The regulating resistor
is adjustable in two steps. The first is sufficiently high to prevent
uncontrolled build-up; the second permits maximum voltage to be
obtained.
A voltage relay connected to the generator armature controls the
change-over from one winding to another. The separately-excited field is
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controllable in eleven steps by the master controller, which obtains its
power from the same generators which supply excitation.

Each of the four generator armatures supplies power to two 620-h.p.,
568-volt, 720-r.p.m. traction motors connected in parallel. These are 6-
pole series-wound axle-hung d.c. motors geared with single-reduction
spur gearing to the driving axles. They are force-ventilated by air from
the turbine-driven vertical propeller-type fans through ducts built into
the locomotive underframe. On the front end the fan is located in front of
the coal bunker, and supplies air for the three traction motors mounted
on the front bogie. The fan for the five motors on the rear bogie is
mounted on the opposite side of the main turbine from the generator
blower. All these fans have centrifugal type air cleaners which remove
much of the dirt and cinders drawn in with the ventilating air.
Because this is a coal-burning locomotive, it was desirable to take
special measures to provide the electrical equipment with air free from
smoke and steam. All air for the blowers, therefore, is taken
into the locomotive ahead of the chimney. A bulkhead separates the
blowers in the rear compartment, so recirculation of air is negligible.
The electrical control equipment is separated by removable doors
from the heated air
discharged from the
generators. This
compartment is
ventilated with outside
air in summer, and with
heated air in winter to
prevent condensation.
Since the ducts
discharging the
dirty air from the
cleaners to the outside
could not be made as
short and straight as was
desirable, a high-pressure
air-scavenging system is
provided for occasional
operation on each run.
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The electrical control differs from that used on diesel-electric
locomotives in that part of the acceleration is obtained by varying the
strength of the separately-excited fields of the main generators, and part
by speed control of the turbine. To obtain a satisfactory water rate, the
speed of the turbine is not reduced below 60 percent of the full speed in
the idling position of the controller.
The control equipment for the main generators and the motors mounted
on the rear bogie is in a compartment behind the generators. The control
equipment for the motors on the front bogie is under the
coal bunker.
The master controller, located at the engineman’s position, has two
handles, controlling speed and direction respectively. When the speed
handle is moved from 'off' to 'idle', steam is admitted to the
turbine, bringing it to the idling speed - about 3,600 r.p.m. This is the
condition obtaining when the locomotive is stopped for short periods, as
at stations. Moving the controller to the first speed position
applies excitation to the generator fields and power to the traction
motors, while movement successively through the additional positions
increases the power step by step to the point at which maximum
separate excitation has been applied to the generators. and the turbine
speed is increased to 75 percent of full speed. The self-excited field is
also connected to position 1, but has little effect until the generator
voltage increases. Further movement of the master controller increases
the turbine speed to the full amount
A meter panel at the engineman’s position indicates traction motor
current and turbine speed. These meters are lighted at night with ultra-
violet light which eliminates all glare and affords maximum eye
comfort for the engineman. A buzzer is provided to indicate wheel
slipping; and there are lights to indicate tripping of overload relays,
operation of earthing detector, functioning of blowers, and temperature
and pressure of lubricating oil.
The traction motors are connected to the generators by electro-
pneumatic switches. The fields of the traction motors are connected to a
drum type reverser which in turn is controlled by the reverse camshaft
of the master controller.
One step of field shunting (Fig. 2) is provided by a non-inductive
resistance connected across the motor fields by an electro-pneumatic
switch. This switch is controlled by a voltage relay connected across the
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generator armature.
The slip relays are connected
between the two traction
motors supplied by one
generator, the connection
being made between the
armature and the field in
each case. As long as the
back E.M.F., and
consequently the speeds of
the two motors, are equal, no
current passes through the
relay. As soon as a wheel
slips, the back E.M.F. of its
motor increases. which closes
the relay contacts, thus
operating the warning
buzzer. It does not shut off or
reduce power.
Overload relays in each
motor circuit are set to trip at the maximum accelerating tractive effort.
If any of these overload relays operate, the emergency trip magnet valve
is de-energised and the governor closes immediately, thus relieving the
overload. Before load can be re-established, the master controller must
be moved to the 'off' position.
The master controller contacts are connected to a panel having the
twelve contactors mounted on the front, and the regulating resistors
mounted on the rear.
Any generator armature and its associated traction motors can be
disconnected should trouble occur in any of them. In that case, three-
quarters of capacity is available. Copper strap, insulated with mica and
glass, has been used for the main power-circuit wiring; cable is used only
where flexibility demands it.
Two 9-kW, 75-volt generators supply auxiliary power, although either
one alone has sufficient capacity to supply the maximum load. This
results in increased reliability. A single regulator controls both
generators, and they are paralleled through a balancing resistor. Either
may be idle without in any way affecting the operation of the locomotive.
These auxiliary generators also supply power to the air brake system
and to the mechanical lubricator pump. This pump is controlled also by
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the master controller, and is stopped when the locomotive is
at rest, thus preventing waste of lubricating oil.
Having regard to the size of the locomotive, the control equipment is
simple, while it also permits operation at any position of the controller
for any desired length of time.
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PRINCIPAL DESIGN DATA

Tractive force (continuous) 48,000 lb.

Speed at continuous tractive force 40 m.p.h.

Maximum starting tractive force 98,000 lb.

(l imited by traction motors)

Maximum speed (l imited by traction motors) 1 00 m.p.h.

Driving wheels, dia. 3 ft. 4 in.

Wheelbase, rigid 1 7 ft. 6 in.

Total engine wheelbase 90ft. 7 in.

Total engine and tender wheelbase 1 30 ft. 7 in.

Turbine output at 290 lb. per sq. in. gauge. 6,000 h.p.

750° F. ,and 1 5 lb. per sq. in. back pressure

Turbine speed 6,000 r.p.m.

Weight of electrical equipment 1 51 ,845 lb. (67.4 tons)

Weight of turbine-generator unit 83,000 lb. (38.0 tons)

Weight of traction motor 7,380 lb. (3.3 tons)

Weight of engine in working order 750,000 lb. (324.7 tons)

Weight of engine and tender in working order 1 ,1 94,800 lb. (411 .5 tons)

Weight on driving wheels 226 tons 1 6 cwt.

Weight, tender 1 66 tons

Working steam pressure 31 0 lb. per sq. in.

Evaporative heating surface 4,406 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 1 ,770 sq. ft.

Grate area 11 2 sq. ft.

Tank capacity (water) 25,000 U.S. gal.

Fuel capacity (coal) 29 tons 5 cwt.

EQUIPMENT

Turbine: One impulse type embodying a velocity-compounded impulse-control

stage fol lowed by four ful l-admission impulse stages.

Generators : Two, each double-armature; 1 ,760 amp. (continuous) per armature;

568 volts (continuous) per armature; 1 ,000 kW (continuous) per armature;

1 ,000 r.p.m.

Traction motors: 620 h.p. (continuous) at shaft; 880 amp; 568 volts; 720 r.p.m.

Auxil iary generators: Two. 9-kW; 75 volts; 1 20 amp.

Gearing ; Main unit, pinion. 45 teeth, 6 dia. pitch ; 9 deg. helical angle.

Main unit. gear, 272 teeth. 6 dia. pitch ; 9 deg. helical angle.

Traction motors, pinion. 24 teeth. 2 dia. ; pitch; 6-in. face spur.

Traction motors, gear. 55 teeth.

Blowers : Steam-turbine-driven propeller-type fans;

generator blower. 24,000 cu. ft. per min. ;

No.1 traction motor. 9,000 cu. ft. per min. ;

No. 2 traction motor, 1 5,000 cu. ft. per min.

Control : Manual, by change of governor setting and change of generator fields.
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By Paracaramel

This is a
sentiment
voiced by a
number of
engineers
who insist
that the only
problem is
machinery
that is too
small for the
task. Whilst
they might
have a valid
point in some circumstances, it is hard to imagine that it could apply to
drag-line excavators. For example, take the ‘Big Muskie’ (above) which
weighed in at over 13,000 tonnes and was claimed at the time to have
been the largest land-based moving object ever built. This may now be
exceeded by the German ‘Bagger 293’ (originally RB 293) which is a
bucket wheel excavator, a technology that has superseded the drag-line.
The origins of drag-line excavation go back to 1850, when John Fowler
demonstrated his horse driven mole drainage engine at the Royal
Agricultural Society’s exhibition in Exeter. The ‘mole’ was a sub-surface,
torpedo shaped plough attached, at a slight downward angle, to the
bottom of a vertical blade, which determined its depth. On the surface,
the blade was connected to a traveller which was hauled across the field
by a rope wound onto a capstan powered by a number of horses, thus
producing an underground drain. (The picture overleaf shows a modern
‘mole’ powered by a tractor.) Fowler was awarded a silver medal for his
invention, and his engine was described as ‘Altogether the most
important feature of the exhibition’. The following year an improved
version was on display at the Crystal Palace Exhibition. By 1852 Fowler
had developed the system so it could be powered by a steam driven
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winch. Whilst this was not entirely satisfactory, further development
work saw an improved version exhibited at Lincoln in 1854. Fowler then
turned his attention to the application of his drag line system to surface
ploughing and, subsequently, to the creation of open ditches into which
the mole drains could discharge their water. Initially the size of the
ploughs and length of the furrows were constrained by the bulk and
strength of the ropes employed, but these were steadily being replaced
by wire cables. The early cables were slow to be accepted because of
their unreliable performance and the horrific injuries they could cause if
they parted. Steady advances in manufacture and strict quality control
of the wires used to make them, dramatically improved their
performance such that they had become common place by the turn of the
century.
Surprisingly, the first dedicated steam powered drag-line did not appear
until 1904, when John Page took out his patent in America. Prior to this
date large excavations were achieved using steam shovels, whose origin
can be traced back to 1835. That was when William Otis (cousin of
Elisha Otis who invented the ‘Safety Lift’) took out his patent for a
steam powered device running on rails and incorporating a shovel on the
end of a ‘dipper’ fitted centrally to a ‘boom’, extending from a pivot point
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on the truck, thus allowing a
limited slewing movement. Its
derivation from a crane is obvious
and the early examples used chains
to operate the luffing of the boom
and the sweep of the dipper
(correctly referred to as crowding).
By 1870 wire cables had replaced
most of the chains. In 1884
Whitaker and Sons in England
attached the steam winding engine,
boom, dipper and bucket onto a sub-base forming a turntable allowing
360º rotation on taper rollers, thereby creating a self centring action.
The picture below shows an early example of a steam shovel
incorporating these improvements. Later, allowance was made to adjust
the linear movement of the dipper along and from the boom. (See picture
overleaf).
By the start of the 20th century steam shovels were becoming common
place and were being made in significant numbers by such companies as
Marion, P&H and Bucyrus. In the event, steam shovels were about to
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come of age: firstly in 1902 by digging the Chicago canal and from 1904
to 1914 by digging the Panama canal.
An earlier attempt to dig a sea level Panama canal had been made by
Ferdinand de Lesseps (who had built the Suez canal between 1869 –
1879) using manual labour. It had been abandoned in 1889 after seven
years effort and the deaths of 22,000 men. Mechanisation had been
minimal and the scale of the infrastructure provided to support
construction was wholly inadequate. After a lapse of fifteen years, in
1904, the Americans took over the project with John Findlay Wallace as
its chief engineer. Following acrimonious disputes with the bureaucratic
administration he resigned the following year to be replaced by John
Frank Stevens. Stevens was a railway engineer and realised that an
adequate infrastructure based on railway practice was an essential
prerequisite to success. He also persuaded the administration that a
higher level canal accessed by flights of locks at either end would reduce
the amount of excavation required by fifty percent. Nevertheless, the
Chagres River and Cujun Lake still had to be crossed and massive dams
would be required. Under his guidance the existing single track light
railway, built in 1855, was doubled and upgraded, with numerous
sidings and turn-outs. A total of two hundred miles of five foot gauge
track was laid inside the fifty mile long corridor. Locomotive and
maintenance sheds were built and the entire system was connected by
telegraph and controlled by state of the art signalling. One hundred and
fifteen locomotives were ordered along with 2,300 spoil wagons: many
built to the
‘Lidgerwood’
system. These flat
wagons had only
one three foot high
side, and the spaces
over the buffers
were bridged with
steel plates. The
excavated spoil was
piled high against
the one side of the
rake of trucks.
When full the train
was drawn to the
dumping grounds
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by a locomotive. Between the locomotive and the twenty wagon rake was
coupled a steam powered winch taking its steam from the locomotive. A
three and a half ton, eleven foot wide, angled plough was then drawn
from one end of the rake to the other in a single movement, pushing the
spoil off the open sides of the wagons. This took less than ten minutes to
complete and released three hundred men from the labour of unloading.
Under good conditions up to 150 trains a day could be handled at a
single unloading site. As the work progressed the rail track was
relocated using steam powered cranes designed by William Bierd. In
use, twelve men could relocate a mile of track per day. Prior to this the
work would have required the labour of six hundred men. Some film of
the construction of the Panama Canal can be seen on Youtube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loDyevyLHKc#t=280
Stevens had taken a wider view of the overall project and had recognised
that it was fundamentally an exercise in the rapid transportation and
handling of vast amounts of spoil generated by the one hundred and two
rail-mounted steam shovels. Of these, seventy seven were built by
Bucyrus and the rest by Marion. Bucket sizes varied but most did not
exceed five cubic yards. To put things in perspective, a day's work would
see a man expected to move about twelve cubic yards, but in May 1912 a
Marion five cubic yard model 91 set a world record, moving 5,554 cubic
yards in a single day. By the end of 1907 the overall excavation rate had
risen to three million cubic yards per month, which is equivalent to
boring the Channel Tunnel in only three and a half months.
Spoil and coal trains were given absolute priority over all other traffic.
Stevens had successfully argued against the sea level canal as proposed
by Lesseps and had triumphed over adversity but suddenly and
inexplicably he resigned in 1907. Possibly he felt that having reached
the stage of completing the infrastructure and the start of serious
excavating that he had little more to contribute, or it may have coincided
with the involvement of the US Army. We shall never know why, but we
do know that he went to Russia and was deeply involved with the Trans-
Siberian Railway and subsequently with the China-Manchuria Railway,
only returning to America in 1923. Stevens died in 1943 at the age of
ninety.
President Theodore Roosevelt was furious at Steven’s resignation, but
lost no time in appointing Colonel George Washington Goethals in his
place. Goethals was an army engineer and he brought a militaristic style
of management with him which alienated some of his team who had
been used to the more ‘hands-on’ approach of his predecessor.
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Notwithstanding this Goethals unstintingly recognised the
achievements of Stevens and when the canal was finished two years
early in 1914 he publicly praised Stevens for his contribution. Goethals
had inherited a project that had been cleared of disease and supplied
with modern sanitation. Good food, medical attention and home comforts
were available and the working sites had been equipped with all the
latest machinery available at the time. The digging was to continue
unabated for the next seven years with most of it at the Calibra cut,
which was the deepest section, cutting across the Continental Divide
and also the section subject to flooding and unpredictable landslides.
Using over twenty thousand tonnes of dynamite, the excavation removed
ninety-nine million cubic yards over its thirteen mile length and this
included an extra thirty million cubic yards of material from landslides
as Mother Nature attempted to undo all the hard work. Much of the
spoil was used to create the dams needed to contain the Chagres River.
In September 1913 a final landslide brought down another two million
cubic yards of spoil but it was decided to remove it by dredging once the
canal had been flooded. The cost of dredging was about half that of dry
removal using the steam shovels, which by then were being dispersed
across America, to be applied to other smaller projects, such as the
excavation for the remodelled Grand Central Station in New York as
described in Ashpan volume 90. The very last of the Panamanian steam
shovels was still at work in the 1950s for a Spanish mining company.
Whilst the steam shovels at Panama had demonstrated their advantages
over manual labour, they could not dig economically at a depth lower
than their own base, and the height of the cut was limited by the
geometry of the boom and dipper. This feature demanded that a deep cut
could only be made by creating a series of flat ‘benches’ set into the sides
of a sloping channel, as can be seen in several of the pictures.
This restriction was addressed by John Page when he introduced his
dragline excavator in 1912. These machines have a boom but they do not
have a dipper and excavate by dragging a bucket over the surface of the
excavation. They are not usually rail mounted. The smaller ones move
on caterpillar tracks and are designed for use in civil engineering
projects. Larger ones move on feet and are designed mainly for strip
mining operations. It was Page who invented the arched bucket and
introduced an improved eccentric drive for the walking mechanism in
1935. This concept had been introduced by Monighan in 1913 which
gave them a big advantage over other makes. In 1925 they improved the
simple direct acting cam with one running in an oval track, giving an
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elliptical motion. These
became so popular that
Monighan became the
generic name for all drag
line excavators.
The history of these
excavators is one of
continuing take-overs,
progressive improvements
and ever increasing
capacities. Steam drives
began to be replaced by
petrol engines in 1914
only to be replaced later
by diesels. These in turn
were replaced by electric
drives gaining their
power either from diesel
generators or directly from the grid.
The British firm of Ransomes and Rapier entered the steam shovel
business in 1914 as a result of military demand and in 1924 built drag
lines under licence from Marion until 1988, when they were bought by
Bucyrus. Marion had been founded in 1880 and their largest drag line
was made in 1973 with a 150 cubic yard bucket on a 310 foot beam and
it weighed in at 7,300 tonnes. Whilst this has not survived, Marion’s
lasting claim to fame is the largest ever self-powered land based
vehicles. Two were built in 1965 (Hans and Franz) to transport the
Saturn V rockets from the Vehicle Assembly Building (itself once the
largest building in the world by volume) to the launch pad at the
Kennedy Space Centre. Each vehicle weighs in at 2,700 tonnes and has
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sixteen DC electric traction motors powered from four 1000 kW diesel
generators. Each requires a team of thirty when in motion and one of
them underwent a make-over in 2012 to increase its carrying capacity to
8,200 tonnes.
Despite the success achieved by Marion it was not immune to a take-
over and was bought by Bucyrus in 1997. Bucyrus had taken its place in
history by building the ‘Big Muskie’ drag line in 1969 for use in an
opencast coal mine in Ohio. This had a 220 cubic yard bucket, weighing
325 tonnes, on a 450 foot beam restrained by five inch diameter cables
and with an all up weight of 14,500 tonnes. It was directly connected to
a 13.8 kV cable providing twenty megawatts of power. It was not exactly
nimble, but could reach one tenth of a mile per hour at top speed.
However, when it was in position its performance was awesome. It
required a crew of five and over the twenty two years of its working life,
excavated an estimated 608,000,000 cubic yards of overburden and
mined over 20,000,000 tonnes of brown coal. The operators were trained
using a simulator and learned how to ‘throw’ the bucket forward,
thereby extending the range of the boom. By 1977 opposition to the
continued use of high sulphur brown coal had become intense. For strip
mining in general and for Big Muskie in particular, the writing was on
the wall. Big Muskie made its last drag in 1991 but the future of its hulk
was not decided until all available options had been considered. It did
not quite make it into the 21st century being broken up for scrap in
1999. Its memorial is marked by the bucket which has survived because
the cost of cutting it up far exceeded its value as scrap. It is currently
located at the Miners Memorial Park at Caldwell, Ohio. As for Bucyrus,
it also has disappeared, having been bought out by Caterpillar in 2010.
Whilst some smaller drag lines are still at
work around the world their role has been
overtaken by bulldozers and most digging is
done by multi-purpose diesel hydraulic
powered machines known as ‘Backhoes’.
Their success stems from the development
of high pressure flexible hoses. For larger
projects these machines can be automated
and guided by GPS where their smaller
sizes are a trade off against their agility and
speed. The usual construction of them uses
a two part arm carrying a bucket which can
be ‘curled’ backwards and forwards and, in
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case history should be
forgotten, the upper arm
is called the boom and the
lower arm is called the
dipper. This assembly is
mounted on a ‘Kingpost’
which allows maximum
horizontal rotation.
However, there still
remains a demand for
strip mining on a large
scale in some parts of the
world and Germany is at
its forefront with its
‘Bagger 293’ Bucket
Wheel Excavator. It was
built in 1995 and weighs
14,200 tonnes. The bucket
wheel is over 70 feet in
diameter, with twenty
buckets, each with a
capacity of fifteen cubic
metres. This can excavate
spoil or lignite at 240,000
cubic metres per day
directly onto a conveyor
belt. Is this the ultimate
large machine and if it is
ever replaced will it ever
be preserved, and if so,
where?

End piece:

It won’t come as a surprise that some of the smaller and earlier
machines have been preserved and a particularly fine example of a
dragline with a twenty-five cubic yard bucket can be found at
Swillington near Leeds and a selection of steam powered diggers can be
found at the Threlkeld Mining Museum in Cumbria which is home to the
Vintage Excavator Trust.
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Winter Programme
Friday 4th: - Colin Reid
Saturday 5th:
Friday 11th:

Graham Hutchinson
Friday 18th:

Don Rutherford
Friday 25th:

Mike Werrell

Friday 1st:
Mel Fuller

Saturday 2nd:
Friday 8th:
Friday 15th: - Mark Hamlin
Friday 22nd: - John Oaten
Friday 29th: - George Marcar

Friday 6th:

Saturday 7th:
Friday 13th: To Be Advised
Friday 13th to
Sunday 15th: Sandown Park

Friday 20th:
Sir Cyril & The Minions

Thursday 26th:

Wednesday 1st:
Friday 10th:

- Malcolm Parsons


